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STEENROD HOMOLOGY AND LOCAL CONNECTEDNESS

JERZY DYDAK

Abstract. Steenrod homology is used to explain results concerning LC "-divisors

and one-point compactif ¡cations of LC "-spaces. It is shown that the one-point

compactification wX of a locally compact metrizable space X is hlc" iff X is hlc"

and its Steenrod kth homology is finite generated for k < n.

0. Introduction. In [D,] the author characterized LC "-divisors (n > 1) as compacta

X which are nearly 1-movable and such that \>ro-Hk(X) is stable for Ac < « and

Mittag-Leffler (semistable in today's terminology) for k = n. The former condition

(near 1-movability) is of homotopy nature and the latter condition is purely

homological. It is well known that near 1-movability of X is needed for M/X to be

LC1 for any M g LC" containing X (see [Sh or D4]). In this paper it is shown that

the homology conditions are needed for M/X to be Steenrod homology locally

«-connected.

Throughout the paper Hk(X) denotes the Acth Steenrod homology group of X

with coefficients in the group of integers (see [M, EH or BM].)

Hk ( X) denotes the kth Steenrod homology with compact supports.

The author is grateful to Bob Daverman and Gerard Venema for discussions

which led to Theorem 3 and its proof.

1. Locally connected spaces.

Definition. A locally compact metrizable space X is said to be hlc" if for every

compact subset U of X and for every x G int U there exists a compact neighborhood

V of x in U such that the inclusion induced homomorphism Hk(V) -» Hk(U) is

trivial for Ac < n (see [BM, p. 150]).

The notion of an hlc "-space is dual to the analogous notion of a clc "-space which

is defined using cohomology rather than homology (see [B, p. 76]). The following

lemma is dual to the results in [B, p. 77].

Lemma 1. For a locally compact metrizable space X the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) Xis hlc".

(b) For each x g X and each compact neighborhood U of x there exists a compact

neighborhood V of x in U such that im(Hk(V) -* Hk(U)) is countable for k < n.
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(c) For any two compact subsets K and L of X with K c int L, im(Hk(U) -» Hk(L))

is finitely generated for k < n.

Proof, (a) =» (b) and (c) => (b) are trivial.

(b) => (a) Fix Ac < n and choose a decreasing sequence Ui+l c t/( of compact

neighborhoods of x in X such that {jc} = n°l,l/, and im(i/¿(L/ + 1) -» Hk(U¡)) is

countable for all i.

From the exact sequence ( p > 0)

0 - hnf^,+1(L0 - #,(*) -+invlimfl,(i/,) - 0

(see [EH, p. 270]) we get invlim Hk(U¡) = hm1 Hk(U,) = 0. A result of Gray [G] says

that {Hk(U¡)} is semistable, and Proposition 6.1.3 of [DS, p. 77] says that {Hk(U¡)}

is isomorphic as a pro-group to the trivial group. Thus, for each i there exists m > i

with Hk(Um) -» Hk(U¡) being trivial, i.e. X is hlc".

(a) =» (c) This is Proposition 6.8 in [BM].

Condition (c) of Lemma 1 gives us the following (see Theorem 6.9 of [BM]).

Corollary 1. If X g hlc" is compact, then Hk(X) is finitely generated for k < n.

Corollary 2. Suppose f: X -* Y is a proper surjection of locally compact metriz-

able spaces. IfXis hlc" andHk(f-\y)) = 0 for ally G Y fork < n, then Y is hlc".

Proof. Choose compact subsets K, L of Y with K c intF. If K' =/"1(AT),

U =f-\L) then K' c intF' and by Lemma 1 xm(Hn(K') -* Hn(L')) is finitely

generated. Since Hn(K') -» Hn(K) is an epimorphism (see [VN or D3]) we get that

im(Hn(K) -* Hn(L)) is finitely generated. By Lemma 1, Y is hlc".

Theorem 1. Let X be a locally compact metrizable space such that X — {jc0} is

hlc" for some x0 g X and n > 0. If there exists a neighborhood V of x0 in X such that

the image of the inclusion induced homomorphism Hk(V) -» Hk(X) is finitely gener-

ated for k < n, then X is hlc".

Proof. Let U be a compact neighborhood of x0 in X. Choose a compact

neighborhood V of x0 in t/ such that im(Hk(V) -» Hk(X)) is finitely generated.

Choose a closed subset ^4 of X such that X = V U A and jc0 £ ^4. By excision (see

[M, p. 275]) the inclusion induced homomorphism H„(A, V n A) -» H^(X, V) is an

isomorphism for all w. From the diagram

J3£+1(¿,iínK)     -     J%+i(*,F)

W(vnA)       -       H~l(v)

i
mix)

we get that the cokernel of Hk(V n yl) -» Hk(V) is finitely generated for Âc < «.

Indeed, it is an image of the cokernel of 9: Hk+x(X, V) -» Hk(V) which is

isomorphic to the image of Hk(V) -» Hk(X) known to be finitely generated. Choose

a^..., am € ^nc(F) generating the cokernel of Hcn(V C\A)-> HC„(V). Since X -

{x0} is hlc", the image of H^(V n yl) -» H£(U) is finitely generated (see Lemma 1).
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Choose bx,...,bp g Hcn(V O A) generating the image of that homomorphism. Then

ax,..., am, bx,...,bp generate the image of Hcn(V) -* H^(U). By Lemma 1, X is

hlc".

Corollary 3. If X is a locally compact metrizable space such that Hk(X) is finitely

generated for k < n and X — {x0} is hlc", then X is hlc".

Corollary 4. Let X g hlc" be a noncompact locally compact metrizable space. The

one-point compactification wX of X is hlc" iffHk(X) is finitely generated for k < n.

Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and the fact that the

groups H^(wX), Hn(wX), and Hn(X) are isomorphic (see [M, p. 86]).

Corollary 5. Let A be a compact metrizable space. If X G hlc" is a compact

metrizable space containing A, then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) X/A is hlc",

(b) Hk(A) is finitely generated for k < n.

Proof. X/A is a one-point compactification of X - A. Using Corollary 1 and the

exact sequence

Hk(A) - Hk(X) - Hk(X- A) - Hk_x(A)

(see [M, p. 86]) one establishes the equivalence of conditions (a) and (b).

Remark. With a little bit more work one can assume in Corollary 5 that X is a

locally compact metrizable space.

Corollary 5 and the next result explain the relation between [DJ and this paper.

Lemma 2. For a compact metrizable space X the following conditions are equivalent

(n > OY

(a) Hk(X) is finite generated for k < n,

(b) Hk(X) is countable for k < n,

(c) pro-Hk(X) is stable for k < n and satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition for

k = n + 1.

If one of the above conditions is satisfied, then the natural homomorphism Hk(X) -»

Hk(X) is an isomorphism for Ac < n.

Proof. Let X = invlim(Ji"„ p\+1), where Xt is a compact polyhedron for each i.

Then we have an exact sequence (see [EH, p. 211])

0 - linf Hk+x(Xi) - Hk(X) - invhm#¿(X,) -+ 0

for each Ac. Observe that invlimi//t(Ar,) is simply the Cech Âcth homology group of

X. If condition (c) is satisfied, then lim1 Hk(X¡) = 0 for Ac < n + 1 and Hk(X) is

finitely generated for ac < n. Therefore Hk(X) -+ Hk(X) is an isomorphism and

condition (a) follows. If condition (b) is satisfied, then hrrr Hk + x(X¡) is countable for

Ac «s n and since each Hk+x(X¡) is countable, we have lirrf Hk+x(X¡) — 0 for ac < n

(see [G]). Hence pro-Hk(X) is Mittag-Leffler (see [G or DS, p. 78]) for Ac < n + 1

and ^(A') is countable for Ac < n. By Corollary 6.1.9 of [DS, p. 81], pro-i^(A') is

stable for k < n. Thus condition (c) follows from condition (b), and (a) => (b) is

trivial.
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Lemma 3. For a locally compact metrizable space X the following conditions are

equivalent (n > 1):

(a) Xis LC",

(b) Xis hlc" and Xe LC1.

Proof, (a) => (b) Given the compact neighborhoods U and V of x in Jf with

V c intt/ choose a compact neighborhood Woí x in V such that Hk(W) ^> Hk(V)

is trivial for Ac < w (see [H]). Since pro-i/n + 1(intF) is Mittag-Leffler (see [D,,

Theorem 3.3]), the morphism pro-Hn+x(V) -» pro-Hn+x(U) factors through a tower

of groups which is Mittag-Leffler. Hence lim1(pro-.í/',1+1(F)) -* hrrf(pro-.r7,,+1(t/)) is

trivial and from the diagram

0     -     ünr(pro-//B+1(»0) -    H„(U) -+     H„(W)    -     0

1 I I

0     -»     hrrr(pro-//„+1(F)) -»    f„(F) -     #„(F)     -      0

1 i I

0     -     lirrr(pro-ií„+1(í/)) -    #„(1/) -     ff„(t/)     -      0

we get that Hn( W) -» //„(t/) is trivial.

(b) => (a) Using a similar diagram as above one gets that for each neighborhood U

of x in X there exists a neighborhood F of x in U such that Hk(V) -» Hk(U) is

trivial for Ac < w. Now, X g LC" follows from the main result of [H].

Using the results of this section one easily proves the main result of [DJ:

Theorem 2. A compact metrizable space X is an LC"-divisor (n > 1) iff it is an

LC1-divisor andpro-Hk(X) is stable for k < n and Mittag-Leffler for k = n.

As an application of our results we prove the following theorem conjectured by R.

Daverman and G. Venema.

Theorem 3. Let X g LC"-1 be an n-dimensional (n > 0) compactum. If Hn(X; Z)

is finitely generated, then X G ANR.

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2 one gets that if dim Y < n, then the natural

homomorphism H„(Y) -* Hn(Y) is an isomorphism (the lirrr part in the exact

sequence vanishes). Hence Hn(X) is finitely generated and if A c B are two

compact subsets of X, then Hn+X(B, A) = 0 and the exact sequence Hn+X(B, A) -»

H „(A) -» Hn(B) implies that H „(A) -» H„(B) is a monomorphism. Taking B = X

we get, by Lemma 1, X e hlc". If n > 1, then A" g LC" (by Lemma 3). Since

dim X = n, X g ANR (see [Hu, p. 168]). If « = 0, then X is discrete and A" g ANR.

Suppose n = 1 and choose a neighborhood Voi x ^ X such that i/*1(F)^i/1(Ar)

is trivial. Then HX(A) = 0 for all compact subsets A and V and if /: S1 -* V is a

map, then A = f(Sl) does not contain any simple closed curve and, therefore, is

contractible (see [K, Corollary 7, p. 378]. Thus X g LC1 and X g ANR in view of

dimA'= 1.
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